


results

Increased participation and overall 
turnout of the population segment 
ages 18-35. 

Turned out 73% of targeted  
young voters. 

Won elections for all four candidates 
elected to city council. 

73%

Young Voters Early Vote Program

Generated outreach and 
community awareness of the 
primary election among African- 
American voters in a Florida State 
Senate District with the target 
issues being education. 

Won the primary election. 

won

African American Outreach & Primary (GOTV)

Aligned registrants and low-efficacy 
Latino voters with the party. Drove 
GOTV — efforts and activated  
72K+ early votes and 23,880  
election day voters for the general 
election (83% turnout among  
targeted voters)  
Generated 78K+ opt-ins for sending 
personalized, SMS polling information. 

83%

Low-Efficacy Latino Outreach and GOTV

Targeted environmentalists with a 
higher propensity to vote. 

Generated highest level of 
referendum voter support (72.4%). 

Drove GOTV efforts and activated 
targeted voters for the General 
Election. 

72%

League Of Conservation Voters Proposition
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make the connection.
For more information about iconectiv, contact your local account executive, or 
you can reach us at:
+1 732.699.6800  
info@iconectiv.com  

about iconectiv
Your business and your customers need to access and exchange information simply, seamlessly and securely. iconectiv’s extensive experience in 
information services and its unmatched numbering intelligence helps you do just that. In fact, more than 2B people count on our platforms each day to 
keep their networks, devices and applications connected.  Our cloud-based provide Software as a Service (SaaS) and information as a service solutions 
span network and operations management, numbering, trusted communications and fraud prevention. For more information, visit www.iconectiv.com.  
Follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn.

Informed, Motivated Voters
Link2Tek is able to provide its clients with capabilities that maximize voter engagement. Mobile 
communications efforts, including text message outreach, played a significant role in contributing to results

“There are a number of complexities in the messaging ecosystem 
such as acceptable use of different route options, managing opt-outs, 
interoperability and the need for high throughput and delivery for mass 
communications. This can be a tall order to implement and having an 
experienced delivery partner really influences the responsiveness of an 
initiative.” 

     Juliana Lam  
     Link2Tek CEO
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